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Contact agent

Contemporary renovated family beautyNestled within a great family neighbourhood, this classic family home stands as a

testament to exceptional renovations and modern styling. There's little doubt this showstopping package is one of the

best you'll find anywhere, and at this price point - will appeal to a diverse range of families on the look-out for their new

home that's got the lot...With four bedrooms and a well-designed layout, this property offers an abundance of

space,comfort and style from the front doors through to the ultimate big backyard. The thoughtful renovations continue

throughout the home, with wall panelling, skirting, and stylish modern colour schemes creating a cohesive and inviting

atmosphere.Step inside to discover a spacious, fully renovated kitchen adorned with stainless steel appliances, including a

dishwasher and oven. The attention to detail shines through the quality fixtures and finishes, making this new kitchen a

standout feature. The open-concept dining area seamlessly flows into the family room, creating a perfect space for

gatherings and relaxation.As you explore, the generous floorplan reveals multiple separate living spaces, providing

versatility and room for everyone to find their own sanctuary. A dedicated lounge at the front of the home, distinctly

separate to the rest of the living areas, could easily become a cozy theatre or a productive study. The master bedroom is a

true retreat, boasting a spacious walk-in robe and a unique studio theme. This masterful design adds a touch of peace and

privacy to your daily routine. The bedrooms are adorned with a variety of stunning designer wallpaper, feature timber

panelling and quality light fittings, offering a unique and charming theme to each.You can't have enough storage in a

modern-day laundry, and the brand-new fit-out here offers ample. Continuing the standard with quality fixtures, extended

bench space and beautiful decoration - the results are truly five-star.With warmer weather just around the corner, the

backyard steals the spotlight with its impressive landscaping. An extensive liquid limestone paved alfresco space beckons

you to unwind, while the sparkling deep blue swimming pool promises countless hours of enjoyment. The secure glass

panel pool fencing ensures safety without compromising on aesthetics. For those who love to tinker or need space for

hobbies, the fully powered 6m x 6m workshop offers ample room for your projects. And with rear gate access to the park

and playground behind, you're not only surrounded by excellent neighbours but also have a seamless extension of your

outdoor space.This meticulously renovated property is move-in ready, making it a perfect new home for first-time buyers,

downsizers, and investors alike. Quality renovations like these are in high demand, and this home stands as a prime

example of the exceptional hard-work and vision of the current owners - ready for you to move-in and relish from day one

without lifting a finger.Seize the opportunity to make this remarkable property yours. Contact the Miles Walton team

from Acton Belle Property Mandurah now to schedule a viewing. Your new lifestyle awaits - don't miss out!Key features:-

Extensively renovated: modern fixtures, contemporary color schemes, and elegant wall paneling- Fully upgraded kitchen

with stainless steel appliances and generous storage space- Spacious layout with multiple living areas and a dedicated

lounge room- Studio-style master bedroom with a walk-in robe for added luxury- Inviting alfresco space with liquid

limestone paving and a sparkling pool- Bonus fully powered workshop, rear gate access to park, and nearby amenities


